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What is Cultural AI?

“Cultural AI is the study, design and 
development of AI systems that are implicitly 
or explicitly aware of the subtle and 
subjective complexity of human culture.”

Bias
Ethics

Cultural differences
Perspectives



AI for humanities, and humanities for AI

“Cultural AI is  as much about using AI for understanding 
human culture as it is about using knowledge and expertise 
from the humanities to analyze and improve AI technology.”



Research Topics

• Context & Connections
How can we automatically contextualise collection objects 

and link them to each other and across collections & 
information sources?

• Trust & Polyphony/Polyvocality
How can we make other voices in data sets explicit? 



Research Topics (ctd)

• Change & Variation 
How can we make AI tools deal with differences and 

evolution across time and space? 

• Exploration & Interaction
How can we make contextualised and polyvocal data 

insightful to users? 



⊂

The National Innovation Center for Artificial 
Intelligence (ICAI) has the mission to keep the 
Netherlands at the forefront of knowledge and 
talent development in AI. 

Creating and nurturing a national AI knowledge 
and talent ecosystem.

More info: icai.ai



Layers of bias

- Bias in the data 
- Bias introduced by tool creators
- Technological bias 

We do not want to erase bias, we want to make it visible! 



Algorithmic transparency

Findings: 
● 96% of the articles never make it into the top 10 (76% never in top 100)
● Engine discriminates against very short and very long documents
● Best scoring articles contain long list of names  (local elections, swimming diplomas, ...)

KB newspaper archive (100M articles,  6 months server logs) 
study: 
● Reran 1M real user queries through the (black box) search 

engine
● Counted how often each document appears in top 10 (100, 

1000)
● Analysed correlation technical document features with 

retrieval counts



Lab organisation and mission

• PhD students and researchers spend time at 
academic AND heritage partners

• Close collaboration through “data sprints”, 
monthly reading club, joint conference/workshop 
visits

• Core partners, Associate partners, Affiliate 
partners.

•



Current projects in the Cultural AI Lab

● BETTER-Mods (funded by NWO) 2 PhD students
● Culturally Aware AI (funded by NWO) 2 PhD students
● SABIO (funded by NDE) 1 researcher
● RE-FRAME (funded by Sound and Vision) 1 PhD student

Upcoming:
● Library AI Principles (funded by National Library) 1 PhD student
● Researcher in Residence (funded by National Library) 1 postdoc
● Transparent pipelines (funded by NWO/NLeSc) 1 postdoc
● Responsible AI in public media (funded by NWO) 1 PhD student
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NEWSGAC project: 
Transparent Machine Learning Pipelines

Can we support humanities scholars using AI with transparency at every step in an AI pipeline?
     - from data selection and data preparation, to choosing an algorithm selection, and inspection 
of the results 
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AI in the Library

• AI to improve our internal processes

https://www.kb.nl/en/news/2019/kb-explores-artificial-intellige

nce-to-generate-metadata

https://zenodo.org/record/3375192  

https://lab.kb.nl/tool/assisted-keyword-assignment-using-annif 

https://www.kb.nl/en/news/2019/kb-explores-artificial-intelligence-to-generate-metadata
https://www.kb.nl/en/news/2019/kb-explores-artificial-intelligence-to-generate-metadata
https://zenodo.org/record/3375192
https://lab.kb.nl/tool/assisted-keyword-assignment-using-annif


AI in the Library

• AI to improve our internal processes

• AI to improve our services to our clients

https://www.onlinebibliotheek.nl/catalo
gus/424478382/een-vorm-van-verraa
d-lieneke-dijkzeul 

https://www.onlinebibliotheek.nl/catalogus/424478382/een-vorm-van-verraad-lieneke-dijkzeul
https://www.onlinebibliotheek.nl/catalogus/424478382/een-vorm-van-verraad-lieneke-dijkzeul
https://www.onlinebibliotheek.nl/catalogus/424478382/een-vorm-van-verraad-lieneke-dijkzeul


AI in the Library

• AI to improve our internal processes

• AI to improve our services to our clients

• Libraries as platform to discuss AI & ethics

https://publicspaces.net/manifesto/
https://publicspaces.net/2021/04/30/verantwoorde-inzet-van-ai-is-meer-d
an-regelgeving/ 
https://www.bibliotheeknetwerk.nl/digitaal-burgerschap  

https://publicspaces.net/manifesto/
https://publicspaces.net/2021/04/30/verantwoorde-inzet-van-ai-is-meer-dan-regelgeving/
https://publicspaces.net/2021/04/30/verantwoorde-inzet-van-ai-is-meer-dan-regelgeving/
https://www.bibliotheeknetwerk.nl/digitaal-burgerschap


AI in the Library

• AI to improve our internal processes

• AI to improve our services to our clients

• Libraries as platform to discuss AI & ethics

• Libraries as means to contribute to development of AI

“It is as much about using AI for understanding human culture 
as it is about using knowledge and expertise from the 
humanities to analyse and improve AI technology.”



Cultural AI Case Studies
SABIO & ConConCor
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SABIO* - The SociAl BIas Observatory



SABIO* - The SociAl BIas Observatory

Modest, Wayne & Lelijveld, Robin (editors) 
2018. Words Matter, Work in Progress I. 
National Museum of World Cultures

https://www.materialculture.nl/en/node/1016


Bias Detection Navigation

from the collection of the Museum van Wereldculturen, 
https://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11840/525228

from the collection of the 
Museum van Wereldculturen, 
https://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11840/525228

Navigating bias is a social action

The process of navigation itself is informative 
about bias, both societal and individual

Bias depends on: perspective, goals, context

Finding and seeing bias is not a problem to 
be solved (in the ML sense)



Giovanni Battista Piranesi 1745. Carceri. Folder 7. Kupferstichkabinett Dresden

Avoiding the Black Box



PMI Engine







ConConCor: The Contentious terms in Context Corpus 
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EuropeanaTech Challenge for Europeana AI/ML Datasets



ConConCor: Background 

Funding for:

- the creation of an annotated dataset of ‘contentious’ terms in Dutch 
Newspapers in Europeana; 

- to bootstrap and evaluate (semi-)automatic methods for detecting such 
terms in cultural heritage collections.



ConConCor: Data Collection

• 83 words of both ‘contentious’ and ‘alternative’ type collated from words 
matter, and used to sample the Europeana/ KB collection (these 83 words 
match against 3.4M articles);

• For each of the 83 words, across 6 decades 1890-1941, 200 random 
samples are taken, collecting the metadata and OCR for approx 70K 
articles;

• Unigram & Bigram probabilities were calculated for the 70K articles, and for 
each word, decade and (1 of 6 newspaper circulations), 5-sentence 
extracts were sampled, weighted by ‘typicality'. Distilling to approx 3,000 
extracts for annotation & presented to annotators.



ConConCor: The Task

For each boldfaced term

given the sentence it occurs in 

the sentence before it

and the sentence after it  

Would you say it is contentious? 



ConConCor: Stats

 ~3,000 extracts over 63 unique google forms sheets, each sheet passed to 
~7 participants

2 rounds:

• 10 participants from KNAW HuC ☞ used to finetune the instructions

• 399 participants on Prolific crowdsourcing platform



ConConCor: First observations

Prolific demographic information

• Far-flung nationalities: Korea, Pakistan, Belarus, India, Iran, Armenia, 
Turkey, Hungary, Greece, Lebanon

• youngest = 1 (apparently), oldest = 75

• It’s fast!!



ConConCor: Data Analysis (work in progress)

Inter-annotator agreement 

Most agreed on terms 

Analysing contexts 



ConConCor: Want to know more? Join the ICAI Lunch 8 July! 

Andrei Nesterov
CWI

Jacco van Ossenbruggen
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam https://www.meetup.com/Innovation-Center-for-Artificial-Intelligence/events/278742776/ 

https://www.meetup.com/Innovation-Center-for-Artificial-Intelligence/events/278742776/


Wrap-up

What we’re doing at the Cultural AI Lab

- Collaborate across 8 Dutch research and cultural heritage 
institutions

- Interdisciplinary teams 

- Data & User-driven

- True ‘All together now’: 

“It is as much about using AI for understanding human culture as it 
is about using knowledge and expertise from the humanities to 
analyse and improve AI technology.”



https://cultural-ai.nl
cultural_ai


